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UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA

1985
Self Study
SOUTHER

ASSOCIATION OF COLLEGES AND SCHOOLS

DEPARTME T OF SOCIOLOGY AND ANTHROPOLOGY
SELF STUDY REPORT

DRAFT
SELF STUDY REPORT
DEPARTMENT OF SOCIOLOGY AND ANTHROPOLOGY*
1978-79 THROUGH 1982-83
1.

1.1

Philosophy

Role in the University and the Community
The

Department

of

Sociology

and

Anthropology

(DSA)

has

2

majors,

(Prior to 1982-83, the Department included

Sociology and Anthropology.

students majoring in Social Work.)

While DSA offers required courses for

its majors, the Department also provides 25 service courses open to nonmajors and minors in Sociology and Anthropology.
Program ( GEP)

Two General Education

courses are offered within Department of Sociology and

Anthropology (DSA), General Sociology and General Anthropology.
DSA

actively

serves

Central

Florida

in

many

areas.

Seminars

and

workshops are designed and conducted regularly for professionals in the
Criminal Justice, Health and Rehabilitative Services (HRS) education and
other

public

and

private

organizations.

In

addition,

faculty

and

students in DSA often assist community organizations in designing and
carrying out empirical research projects.
faculty

and

organizations.

students

volunteer

their

With rare exceptions,
services

to

the

the

community

DSA faculty frequently give pre sen ta tions for a wide

variety of organizations and are often asked to serve as consultants and
on Boards of Directors for these groups.

Beginning in 1984, Sociology

majors will have the opportunity to participate in an internship program.
1.2

Evaluation and Projections
Obviously there is a need for released time for faculty who conduct major
research projects as a service to the community or serve as coordinators
for student interns.

Travel reimbursement to and from organizations that

are served by faculty would partially reduce the financial strain for
those faculty who give freely of their time to serve the community.
Community service,

even university service,

status it deserves by administrators.

has never been given the

For instance, there are annual

Data presented in Tables in this report are from information provided by the
)ffice of Institutional Research.
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college awards given to faculty for instruction and for research--but
none for community or university service.
and with minimal cost.

This could easily be corrected

Further, with proper coordination, UCF could render the Central Florida
community important services by designing and carrying out a variety of
important
studies,

studies.
etc.)

Quality

research

(need

assessments,

feasibility

conducted by an interdisciplinary group of faculty and

students could save municipal and other organizations a great deal of
money that often goes out of the community and out of state.
this

type

of

activity

could

provide

additional

income

Further,

for

faculty

(especially in the summer) and also income and hands-on experience for
graduate and undergraduate students.

This kind of vision, if encouraged

and coordinated, could add substantially to the status of UCF and bring
enormous goodwill to the university.

UCF could become far more active in

this type of service to the community.
2.
2.1

Organization

Duties and Staffing
The chairperson assigns a coordinator (on a rotating basis) to plan the
curriculum for Anthropology and make recommendations for other matters of
concern

to

Anthropology

committees within DSA

faculty.

(Personnel,

There

are

Library,

also

several

Club Advisors,

assist in meeting the needs of the Department.

standing

etc.)

that

There is presently only

one secretary in the Department; the Secretary II position has not been
filled for about nine months.
assistance,
years.

Al though there is minimal OPS student

work study students have been

effectively utilized over the

Should work study students as a source of office assistance not

continue, the Department would have very serious problems in fulfilling
its functions.

There is a definite need for the Secretary II line to be

filled, or, as a minimum, a Secretary II assigned on a half-time basis.
Hiring practices are fairly standardized for the State University System
(SUS).
who

Should the graduate program expand, there are community people

could contribute greatly as adjuncts

by giving students greater

exposure to the type of work, planning, issues and problems, etc., that
go on in non-academic settings.
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In all likelihood during the next 1-2 years, two additional faculty will
utilize the "Early Retirement" provisions (in addition to the two faculty
who are already teaching only one semester per year).

Assuming the

faculty line vacated by the death of one of our faculty is filled via the
current

search,

an

additional

faculty

member

will

still

be

needed

beginning in the Fall of the 1985-86 academic year.
Allocations to DSA are insufficient to meet even minimal needs. Only by
cutting every expense to cover the necessities (paper supplies, postage,
minimal

copying,

almost

no

instructional

resources,

Department hope to stay within the budget.

etc.)

can

the

There are no travel funds

except air fare for faculty giving papers at conferences.

The lack of

per diem discourages faculty from participating in these conferences and
thus reduces their ability to stay current in their disciplines.

To say

that UCF departments are underfunded is a gross understatement of a very
serious problem.

One result is very low faculty morale.

what

are

funds

that

to be made available are

Furthermore,

uncertain and

seldom

allocated in time to plan effectively.
2. 2

Support and Communication
The

funding

inhibits

problem

the

departments.

noted

College's

and

above
the

is

university

University's

wide

apparently and

ability

to

assist

the

The Florida Legislature needs to re-examine its allocation

procedure and time table to facilitate any type of effective planning of
state agencies.
Communication about important matters often is slow in coming down from
the administration.

Input from faculty is seldom actively sought.

Yet

there are faculty who could contribute a great deal toward ameliorating
many of the University's problems.

Problem solving techniques are not

used effectively to generate creative solutions or alternatives to the
problems.
not

Seldom if ever are brainstorming sessions held.

encouraged.

Planning

strategies

appear

to

be

Creativity is

under

utilized,

partially because of the uncertainty of university and college funding
time tables.
Communication with students is not nearly as effective as it should be.
DSA has at tempted bulk mailing of newsletters to inform students of
important

events.

The

computer

generated

address

labels

are

so
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inaccurate

or

out-of-date

that

t his

means

abandoned.

Announcements are made in classes .

of

communication

was

Many students are self-

advised and do not take advantage of f aculty assistance.

So long as they

can register via self advisement, there will be probl ems in effective use
of students' time and talents.

A continuous registration system such as

those used at other universities could help to resolve some of these
problems.

2.3

Projections
In the past five years, a number of DSA goals have been identified and
have been met.

Another set of goals needs to be identified along with a

timetable and specified plan to meet the goals and s peci fi c objectives.
Uncertain budgets work against effective planning, obv ious l y.

3.
3.1

Educational Program

Correlation of Programs and Objectives
The primary goals for majors include:

( 1) helping s tudents to gain a

sociological/anthropological perspective on society, socia l organization,
culture, social change, social movements, social disorgan i zation, social
evolution and social psychological processes;

( 2) giving students the

opportunity to learn the major theories and principles use d t o anal yze
social events and problems;

( 3) gi ing students hands-on exper ience in

using various methodologies to study human behavior ; and (4) helping them
to function more effective in work situations as wel l as within their
family and social situations.

Sociology majors are r equired to take 41

semester hours in courses addressing these and other topics; 46 semester
hours are required for Anthropology majors.
Sociology minors are required to comple t e 18 semester hour s of sociology
courses, half of which are electives of t heir choice.
gain less knowledge and competence i n t he above areas;

Obviously they
they do gain

enough insight to help them see importan t aspec t s of human behavior and
the social world .
appreciation

of

Similarly, anthropology minors gain a perspective and
human

evo l ut ion,

the

crucial

role

of

culture,

l i nqui s t ics , physica l ant hropology, and other areas through electives of
the i r choi ce.
anthropology.

Twenty- seven semester hours are required for a minor in

5

Graduate students in the Applied Sociology Program focus more on using
principles,

methods,

and

sociological

and

social

psychological

competencies to ameliorate social and organizational problems as well as
problems involving human relations.
planning,

group

evaluation

are

dynamics,
among

systems

the

Research skills, problem solving,
analysis,

competencies

and

program design

stressed.

Students

and
must

participate in a practicum experience and also write a thesis to earn the
Master's degree.
Al though the Department offers the above majors, minors, and graduate
program, it is still largely a "service" department.
are open to non-majors.
Program.

DSA

faculty

Russian Area Studies.

Most of the courses

Two courses are part of the General Education
coordinate

the

Afro-American Studies and

the

Department faculty also teach one of the four

courses in the Gerontalogy Certification Program.

Upper division courses

are taught regularly at the area centers.

3.2 Admissions
This department has not been directly impacted by admission requirements.
The

faculty

believes

the

admission

standards should be raised still

higher provided that students with inadequate preparation or learning
disabilities are given the opportunity to demonstrate they can "catch up"
and make reasonable progress as a result of special assistance.
The department has been selected by the American Sociological Association
as Coordinators for the National Honors Program, "Sociology and the ASA."
This is the sixth year it has been given this responsibility.

About 30

top students from all over the U.S. are selected to participate in this
Honors Program; they each receive three hours of academic credit from UCF
for satisfactory participation.

Alpha Del ta Kappa and Del ta Tau Kappa

Honorary Chapters are also active in the Department.
The majority of DSA students are transfers from community colleges - as
is true in most majors.

The Department faculty has reported no problems

in this respect except that occasionally students take more than 60
semester hours at a community college and, with the 60 semester hours
required at a senior institution, they exceed the minimum of 120 semester
hours.
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3.3

Enro l lment
DSA faculty occasionally visit high schools and community colleges as
guest lecturers or to conduct workshops.
systematic effort should be made.

This is an area in which a more

During a major recruitment program in

the past, the President of the ASA was a guest while Department faculty
worked wi t h the ASA on a major study.
The Depa rtment ha s s eldom taught
except for our graduate courses.

courses with fewer than 12 students
Some recent changes in curricula should

se r ve to improve enro llment in graduate courses next year.
3. 3 foll owing . )
TABLE 3.3:

(See Table

umbe r o f Ma j ors, Minors and Decrees Awarded in
Sociology/Anth ro po lo gy for FallJterm 1978-79 to
1982 - 83 by Leve l o f Stud ents*

YFAR:

7 8- 7 9

7 9- 80

8 0-81

81-82

82-83

No of Majors
Sociology
Anthropology

11 7
35

95
26

90
33

63
26

59
25

of jinors
Sociology
Anthropology

5
0

12

12

10

0

0

6
1

47
10

29
10

36

24
13

17
3

tO

Denree!=" .,:.. .;arce:J
cociology
Anthropol o gy

15

* See History o f Course Enrol l ment in
fo r f ut he r i nfo rr·~ a ti o n .

o:f ice

0

of Instructional

3.4 Curr i culum
The areas of concentration are listed each year in the UCF catalogue.
There is a need for faculty who have greater expertise for minority
courses,

appl i ed courses,

medical sociology,

demography, and research

Over the years changes in curricula have been made based on
methods.
changes in the discipline and career opportunities.
Courses have been
added or modified to give greater accent on applied sociology and social

.

psychological skills.
modified

over

time

Likewise the curriculum in Anthropology has been
to

provide majors

graduate work in Anthropology.

with a

sound

preparation for

7
Curricular changes under consideration in Sociology include requiring
majors to also take courses in Sociological Social psychology, Social
Organization and Human Relations, and Modern Sociological Thoughts.

The

faculty in each major make the decisions about curricula changes.
As noted previously, the Department offers the following courses that are
part of interdisciplinary studies at UCF:

Soviet Sociology; Sociology of

Aging; and Afro-American Social Problems.

Two General Education Program

optional courses offered are SYG 2000 (General Sociology) and ANT 2003
(General Anthropology).

Most DSA courses do not have prerequisites.

Course hours are determined by the content of material to be covered and
special skills that require more hands-on experience.
There is an a bun dance of 1 i tera tu re that stresses the need for liberal
education.

DSA courses provide rich insight and perspectives that have

been traditionally a part of the liberal education curricula.
educators

feel

it

is

a

serious

mistake

to

move

away

from

Many
liberal

educat i on and became too technologically oriented.
A recent survey by departmental faculty indicates that community leaders
and major employers believe that the competencies most needed to make
students more employable involve such areas as communication, problem
conceptualization,
relations
stressed

skills,
for

problem
planning,

department

solving

group

These are among

etc.

majors

skills,

and

especially

in

dynamics,

human

the major skills
graduate

classes.

Faculty have listened to what employers are advising and have modified
courses to include more of these competencies.
The fact that there are fewer upper division electives now required at
UCF than there have been in the past has reduced our enrollment in these
classes somewhat.
the next few years.
B.5

A return to more liberal study emphasis may be seen in
(See Table 3.4 following)

Instruction
All DSA courses have syllabi which are kept on file in the Department
office.

Adjunts are very rarely used.

UFF/BOR Agreement

on Early Retirement,

However, as a result of the
some regular faculty will be

teaching half-time (i.e., only one semester per year).

As a result the

need for utilizing more adjuncts will increase unless additional faculty

7A

T.~BLE

3.4:

Curriculum Eistory for 1978-7~ to 1982-83
for Sociology/Anthropology by Level of
Stu6ents Showing the Number of Courses
Offered by Level and Year
78-79

YEAR

Lower Division
Sociology
Anthropology
Upper Division
Sociology
Anthropology
Graduates
A~plied Sociclogy

TAELE

3. 5:

79-80

80-81

81-82

82-83

2
0

0

31

34

33

20

31

31

20

20

20

20

0

0

12

12

11

2

1
1

1
l

1
1

Summary Grade Distribution for Fall Term for
1978-79 to 1982-83 for Sociology/Anthropology
by Level of Students
A

B

c

D

F

22.7

20.7

6.4

5.7

31.7

41.5
34.4

20.2

4.2

3.2

30.5
36.0

25.4
21.5

6.1

Opper Division

29.4
27.0

4.1

7.6
5.1

Fall 80:
SYG 20UU
Upper Division
Graduate

7.0
41.8
56.5

33.1
28.9
20.1

35.4
17.6
4.3

13.1
2.6

4.1

38.5
21.5

7.9
2.4

42.4

19.4

36.8

29.5

9.4
3.6

Fall 78:
SYG 2000
Upper Division

Fall 79:
SYG 2000

4.3

Fall Bl :
SYG 2000

Upper Division
Graduate

13.2
26.5
47.9

31.5
38.7
16.7

Fall 82:
SYG 2000
Upper Division

27.6
28.3

8.3

4.3
2.9

2.0
5.4
4.0

I
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are added.
Evaluation

of

instruction

is

based

on

student

evaluation,

evidence

presented by instructors oftheir performance, and recognition they may
receive for outstanding teaching abilities.

Teaching is the primary

responsibility of our faculty and is taken very seriously.
better instruction are shared among faculty.
ASA workshops

on teaching;

Section of the ASA.
area.

Ideas for

Some faculty have attended

others belong to the "Teaching Sociology"

However, there is always a need to improve in this

(See Table 3.5 regarding grade distributions.)

3.6 Other Activities
The Sociology/Anthropology Club is being reactivated this year.
been very active in the past.

It has

However, the fact that UCF is largely a

commuter school makes it difficult to maintain student involvement unless
there are strong student leaders to motivate students and see to it that
activities are carried out.
Faculty give many lectures,
Individually

many

faculty

seminars, and workshops in the community.
assist

students with projects,

independent

studies, and research problems.

3. 7 With respect to Sociology majors, the Department will probably continue
to move more and more into an "Applied" emphasis -- at least in the
"skill" courses for this enhances the employability of the graduates.
Several DSA faculty are near retirement or "early retirement" age.

As a

result there will be a need to recruit two faculty who have the interests
and abilities to meet current and future department needs.
enrollment
Sociology),

has

leveled

off

and it may well

(after a decline

the past few years

in

improve as the term "Applied Sociology"

becomes better known and understood.
will be needed very soon.

Department

At least a half-time Secretary II

Currently a search is underway for a faculty

member with interests and abilities that were indicated above as being
needed.
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4.

Financial Resour ces

4. 1 Outside Funding
The list of grants awarded to the DSA is shown each year in the Research
and Scholary Publications compiled by Gradua t e Studies and Research.
The

total

$200,000

amount

received

including

grants

Department until 1982-83.

from
for

1978- 79 to 1982-83 is in excess of
social work which was a

part of the

In addition, a number of studies are carried

out by faculty and students without compensation to them as a service to
community

organizations.

In

either

situation ,

fi nal

reports

are

submitted to the sponsoring organization, copies of whi ch are kept in the
DSA.

All other required information is also given to the sponsoring

organizations.
Discontinuance of the grants would not seriously affec t t he Department.
However, it is to the Department's advantage to obta in a higher level of
grants as sources of additional income for faculty a nd students.

Faculty

who have been most active in grant writing a re the same ones usually
overloaded with other responsibilities; obviously thi s redu ces t he time
they could devote to securing additional grants.

Grant wri t ing ability

is a major criteria in the selection of a new faculty member in the
current search process.
4.2

Auxiliary
The DSA faculty are the National Honors Pr ogr am Coordinators for the
American Sociological Association.
through Extended Studies.

This

progr am is managed in part

It was descri bed in section 3.2.

4. 3 Budgets
The Chair of DSA s ubmi t s a Budget Request broken down by majorexpense
ca t egories t o the Dean of the College.

Faculty are first asked to submit

r eques t s (e.g ., equ i pment purchases or special needs). The Dean reviews
the Budget Requests along with special circumstances and appeals and
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allocates

funds

to

the DSA.

The

regarding any special problems,

Chair communicates with the Dean

given the overall funding situation.

Copies of the budget are shared with the faculty and are available to
faculty wi throughout the year.

Special problems are brought to the

attention of the faculty when they arise.
As noted earlier, the department is underfunded and operates on a minimal
budget.

There have been no travel funds for two years ••• including no

funds to reimburse faculty who take students on field trips.

When travel

funds are given through Graduate Studies, no per diem is included, a fact
that discourages professional participation and growth.

This constraint

places faculty who are striving for tenure and/or promotion at a major
disadvantage.
Increases in the allocation of funds by the Legislature is the obvious
solution.
utilization
departments.

Other
of

than
expense

Obviously,

this,

a

monies
more

closer

look

at

might

improve

priorities
the

in

the

situation

for

dollars given in one area means less

dollars given to other areas.

4. 4 Equipment
OCO dollars allocated to the DSA have generally been given to provide
faculty with necessary office equipment (desks, file cabinets, etc.) and
office machinery.

The major exception has been for a microcomputer which

is used daily primarily as a word processor.

The faculty hopes to

receive a computer terminal this coming spring.

There is a crucial and

growing need for a satellite computer lab in the HFA Building.
and students need this equipment to prepare for today's demands.

Faculty
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5.

5.1

Faculty

Recruitment and Selection
Until this year, DSA has not recruited new faculty since the last SelfStudy.

The recruitment and selection policies of UCF, in compliance with

guideline from the Office of Equal Opportunity I Affirmative Action, are
followed closely.

Currently DSA has a Search Cammi t tee of four faculty

who are

round

beginning

two of the selection process.

The faculty

position was nationally advertised; approximately 100 applications were
received.

The Department's needs for various areas of instruction were

the primary criteria once the candidate met the criterion of having a
Ph.D.

The three finalists will visit the department after all the above

criteria

are

met.

At

this

point,

non-academic

factors

such

as

compatability, motivation, commitment, etc. can be considered.
Almost no part-time faculty have been utilized since the last SelfStudy.

There has been very little need for them.

As more faculty opt

for the Early Retirement Agreement, there will be a need for adjuncts to
teach some of the courses normally offered, unless an additional faculty
position is given DSA.
5.2 Organization, Preparation, and Growth
Other than the two majors within the department and their respective
minors, there are no formalized sub-areas.

There are specialty areas as

noted in each UCF catalog.
At present there are six full time Ph.D. sociologists, three of whom are
full and three associate professors.

DSA has Retirement Agreements with

two sociologists (one full and one assistant professor) who will teach
only one semester each year for up to 5 years.

There are three associate

professors in Anthropology all of who have earned Ph.D.'s.

All DSA

faculty are tenured and have had a minimum of seven years experience in
teaching

at

UCF.

Most

DSA

faculty

exper:-ience at other universities.

have

had

additional

years

of

Generally, most of the faculty are

somewhat active professionally in their discipline.
Their research
records are available in the College of Arts and Sciences Summary of

llA

TABLE 5.2

Surrrnary of Year Received Degree, Years of Teaching
and Professional Activities

Year of
Ph.D .

Years of
Full-time
University
Teaching

No. of
Published
Papers/
Books

No. of
Papers at
Professional
Meetings

No. of
Panels Natl.
Professional
Meetings

1971

17

4 papers

11

1983

1

1 edited
monograph

3

1970

16

12 papers

22

6

1967

17

1 paper

1970

17

1 monograph

3

5

1979

5

5 papers

1977

14

11 papers

17

9

1978

7

15 papers/
1 monograph

25

1981

3

1 paper

1966

13

77 papers

8

8

1

46

19

As can be seen by the above data, the faculty of the department
are very active professionals and all have earned the Ph.D . degree.
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Research and Creative Activities Report.

Faculty are adequately prepared for their instructional responsibilities.
Areas in which more assistance is needed (e.g., applied sociology, grant
writing, minority courses, etc. ) will be covered by the faculty person
currently being recruited.

Faculty growth is encouraged at UCF but not well or directly rewarded.
Faculty development

of computer skills is being encouraged more each

year, but learning such skills has always been accomplished during the
instructor's own time.

5. 3 Salaries
The DSA follows

the general guidelines of UCF in accordance with the

UFF/BOR contracts.

Specifically, the Chairperson evaluates each faculty

on the basis of his/her nFacul ty Annual Report" information.

Teaching,

Research and Creative Activities, and University and Community Service
are the major areas considered.

The evaluations are reviewed by the

College Dean who then consults the Chairperson for final determination of
the merit portion of salary increases.
negotiated

by the UFF /BOR.

constrained

by

the

Across-the-board increases are

The actual amount of merit available is

legislative

appropriations

each year.

Generally

speaking, faculty salary increases have not kept up with inflation over
the last ten years.

Some attempts to raise standards and salaries have

been made over
following.)

past

the

few years.

(See Tables 5. 3,

5. 3A and 5. 3B

The data showing the changes in average nine month faculty salaries for
universities included in the Oklahoma Salary Study are contrasted with
comparable

data

for

the

Department

of Sociology and Anthropology in

Tables 5.3A and 5.3B over the years 1978-79 to 1982-83.

Also shown are

average changes in the Consumer Price Index for the same years.
Faculty salaries are determined by a number of factors that affect the
final

salary

decision;

for

example,

the Florida State Legislature's

allocations as well as UFF/BOR agreements.
one

in which

the

Department

of

Dean's

The merit portion is the only
office

has

some input.

The

Department Chair evaluates the individual faculty based on the faculty's

12A
'I~BLE

Accorc'ii ng to the Ok 1 a hor.ta Sa 1 a ry Stuny,
the following average changes in nine month
~alaries are shown by faculty rank from 197879 to 1982-83

5.3~

Full Professor

Associate

Assistant

1978-79

28,841

20,652

16,243

1979-80

29, 277

21,858

17,309

1980-81

32,779

23,905

28,755

1981-82

35 ,190

25,578

19,799

19h2-83

37, 250

27,041

21,153

8,409

6,389

4,910

Total

Increase
% Increase

Over 4 yrs

31%

29

30 %

Average Increase
Each 4 yrs

8%

7%

Average Increase
Each Year in
Consumer Pri c
Inclex 197 ' -79 to
1982-83
11 %

TABLE 5. 3B •

Faculty Nine Month Average Salary Changes in
Deoartment of Sociology/Anthropology by Rank
from 1976-79 to 1962-83
Full Professor

Associate

1978-79

25,194

18,000

14,964

1982-63
Total

38,200

23,436

20,864

Increase

10,006

5,436

5,900

.39

.30

.39

Average Increase
Each of 4 years
• 09

.07

.09

%

Assistant

Increase over

4 years

Averaqe Increase
Each Year In
£pnsumer Price
!D:Jex 1978-79 to
1962-83

11 %
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Annual Report.

The Chair's decisions are discussed with the Dean and
finally with each faculty member.

The data in Tables 5.3A and 5.3B indicate that salaries in the Department
are not in keeping pace with the increases in the Consumer Price Index,
although
Study.

they are

reasonably well

in line with

the Oklahoma Salary

Florida Legislature decisions are the major constraining forces

that account for the differences.

The Legislature is committed to bring

salaries more in line with other states' average allocations to students.

5.4

Teaching Loads
are

required

to

teach

faculty

semester.

Faculty are encouraged also to be heavily involved in research

projects and/or university/community service.
the faculty

three

(3)

Full-time

courses

each

The one exception is that

person teaching a large section of General Sociology or

General Anthropology is given one less course during one of the two
semesters.

Other

activities

do

not

affect

teaching

loads.

The

Chairperson is supposed to teach one course each semester but has been
teaching 3 additional courses each year.

5.5 Evaluation and Promotions
The UCF policies dictated by the UFF /BOR contracts must be followed in
There are no set
promotion and tenure procedures and considerations.
weights imposed on various criteria.

Generally committees at all levels

look at the candidate's overall record in teaching, research, and service
plus other indications of productivity or honors, publications, etc.
5. 6 Working Conditions
Each faculty has an individual office and
Office space is adequate.
basic necessities. For some courses, the number of students in classes
should be limited more than they are.

Supplies are limited to only what
There are no frills or even

is needed for basic instruction.
expenditures that would enhance students' education such as field trips,
special video or films, special anthropological tools, etc.

During the

past two years, budget shortages have led to faculty's receiving less
than $50 each per year for instructional xeroxing, copying, art work, and
other classroom related materials.

Listings in professional directories
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have had to be limited to every other year.

Obviously these constraints

contribute to low faculty morale.
The Chairperson in cooperation with the Coordinator of Anthropology work
out

as

efficient a

schedule

as

possible.

Each

faculty

person

is

consulted prior to the schedule being finalized.

5. 7 Projections
As noted earlier, an additional faculty member (or equivalent adjuncts)
will be needed in addition to the one currently being selected by the
Search Commit tee.
(Early

This is because two faculty are now on half time

Retirement),

faculty

will

take

and
half

there's
time,

the
early

likelihood

that

retirement.

two

There

additional
is

little

indication that the Department will increase in size with respect to
majors,
increase.

although

the

number

of

minors

is

likely

to

continue

to

A Secretary II is needed, at least on a half-time basis.

Space is adequate for now.

However, computer facilities are needed.

It

is anticipated that the temporary computer lab that is being equipped for
the College will be outgrown in 1-2 years.

Graduate assistantships would

help greatly in recruiting graduate students.
support for our graduate students.

Currently there is no
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6.
6.1

Library

Collections
During the past three years the library collections for Sociology and
Anthropology have fallen far behind.
new

books

have

been

purchased;

This is a very serious matter.

no

films

can

be

ordered;

subscriptions have been eliminated and more are being stopped.

No

journals
There are

no funds for new video tapes that are particularly useful for classes.
Unless major appropriations are made to allow UCF to catch up, the lack
of student and faculty access to new information will pose a most serious
threat

to the quality of education at the University.

Further,

the

allocations should be increased dramatically so that adequate funds are
available each year--rather than having a larger amount every few years.
Much new material is becoming available for the new Master's Program in
Applied Sociology but

the Department is unable to secure the books,

journals, or video tapes needed.

Again, the lack of support for library

materials is very damaging to the quality of education in DSA and at UCF.
6.2

Coordination
DSA has a representative to the Library for each discipline.
their

only

function

in

recent

years

has

However,

been to try to help give

priorities to journals so more subscriptions can be stopped.

6.6

Services and Facilities
UCF Library facilities are becoming very adequate as the new addition is
being completed.

The staff members are efficient and most helpful.

is lacking is holdings, as noted above.

What

The Area Campus Libraries are

not adequate as independent libaries; they do have efficient access to
the main campus library.

1.

Student Development Service

the

composition of DSA majors according to various

7. 1 Student Mix
Table 7.1

shows

demographics.

It seems apparent that there are more minority students

who major or minor in Sociology than are indicated in the table, but
ther~ are no records to confirm this.

(See Table 7.1 following.)
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TAELE 7 .1:

Student Mix in Sociology/Anthropology ~vlajors During
Fall 1983 by Race, International, Sex, and Level of
Students

SOCIOLOGY
Race/Internat '1

~hite

Black

sex

ll

F

M

1

5

Lower

Division

Upt>er Division

21

Gradna te

1

46

F

Hispanic
M F

Other
M F

0

0

0

0

0

2

6

0

3

0

0

0

Internat'l
M

F

0

0

0

0

0

0

3

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Appl i ec1 Sociology

A THROPOLOGY
Up8er Division

10

18

0

0

0
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7.2

Advising
Each faculty is given his/her proportional share of advisees.

Several

attempts have been made recently to retrain faculty as UCF requirements
are changed.

A major problem mentioned earlier is that the large majority of students
are self-advised.
week.

Most do not schedule appointments during advisement

Various attempts have been made to "force" students to meet with

their advisors, but the results have not been worth the effort.

So long

as students are permitted to register as self-advised, advisement will be
weak at UCF.
Career counseling is an area that deserves much more attention.

It goes

far beyond advisement.

7. 3 Organization
The Delta Tau
honoraries

Kappa Social Science and Alpha Kappa Delta Sociology

as well

as

the National

Honors Program for

the American

Sociological Association are all sponsored by DSA faculty.
these

honorary

Honorary).

organizations

require

With considerable effort,

3.0

a

(3.5

GPA

Generally

for

the

the sponsors have been able to

obtain enough funds for refreshments and/or a plaque to be awarded.
students

pay

their

Sociology/Anthropology
Government.

initiation
Club

receives

ASA

and

related

some

fees.

support

The
The

Student

from

Student Government has also paid travel expenses for two UCF

Sociology majors

to

attend

the National

Convention as

part

of

the

National Honors Program.

7.4 Discipline and Records
Records are kept according to usual confidential procedures.

Similarly,

cases of cheating are handled according to UCF policy if the problem is
serious
student.

and

one

the

instructor

can

not

handle

directly

with

the

However, there has been a growing problem of cheating in the

large auditoriums.

This matter deserves special and prompt attention by

appropriate committees.
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7.5 Financial Aid and Alumni
Work has just been completed on the development of an optional Sociology
Internship Program to begin in the Fall of 1984.

Informal volunteer

participation has been widely practiced in the past.

Students are often

involved with faculty in community research projects.
Two studies of alumni have been completed during the last eight years.
Their career progress as well as their suggestions and input have been
sought via mailed
date.

questionnaires.

No funds

have been solicited to

However, a sizeable gift has been promised toward Anthropology

scholarships.

Occasionally smaller gifts (books, funds) are given to the

department.

8.

Physical Facilities

8. 1 Facilities

Our facilities are adequate presently.

Access to a larger computer lab,

as mentioned earlier, is the only major facility needed in the immediate
future.
8.2

Provisions
The DSA has been relocated twice during the past two years.

At tempts

were made to provide adequate temporary facilities for six months.

Some

input from the department was given although better communication could
have resulted in some improvements.
With respect to parking, loading, etc., these matters are handled at the
University level with minimal input from departments.

9.

9.1

Special Activities

Types of Special Activities
The topics requested have already been covered.

9.2

Organization and Funding
Not Applicable

9. 3 Academics
Not Applicable
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10.
10.1

Graduate Programs

History and Need
A survey was
Program

in

taken prior to the request for ins ti tu ting a Master's

Applied

Sociology.

The

findings

indicated

sufficient

interest to warrant the development of the program.

During the four
years since the program was begun, the number of students admitted to
the program has been disappointing.

A number of students inquire about

the program, but most do not follow through with applications or their
credentials do not meet UCF and Program requirements.
There are a number of reasons for low enrollment.
initially

too

demanding,

especially

The program was

considering the

length of time

required to complete the degree and the prerequisites needed.
recent changes have
major

problem has

improved this situation somewhat.
been

Applied Sociology is.

Some

However,

the

that the general public does not know what
(Many think it is Social Work.)

In a major

effort to reduce this problem, 155 community leaders and employees were
interviewed

and

also

informed

about

the Applied Sociology Program.

Interestingly, the general competencies that the interviewees listed as
those most needed to make graduates more employable are largely those
stressed in Applied Sociology.

Further, the program has been modified

to include other competencies that the employers stressed, provided they
were within the discipline's major functions.
DSA faculty believe that Applied Sociology has a future once more public
relations work is accomplished.

The fact that it is the fastest growing

area of

the American Sociological Association is another reason to
It will
believe that the potential of Applied Sociology is great.

require considerable public relations and time for the program to gain
momentum.

The success of the program should be judged by the success

the graduates have in their employment and career advancement.

So far

one student has completed her course work and has an excellent job at
the management level of a large organization.

(Although she has already

taken the position, she will complete her thesis this spring.)
10.2

Faculty
Faculty interest and experience in Applied Sociology have been the two
criteria used in selecting faculty to teach and to serve on the Graduate
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Commit tee.

The current Search Commit tee has included experience and

high interest in Applied Sociology as major criteria in selecting the
new

faculty

member.

More

expertise

in

the

new

field

of Applied

Sociology is very much needed for a more effective program.
At this point in time the enrollment in the program has been low and has
not warranted released time for the graduate course instructors or the
Graduate

Coordinator.

(The

Chairperson

has

had

to

assume

the

responsibilities of Program Coordinator and teach a disproportionate
share of the course.)

As the program grows, faculty need to be given

special consideration for developing and often modifying as well as
teaching these new graduate courses.
10.3

Students
Graduate students must meet the requirements covered in the graduate
catalog

plus

Graduate

the

special

Manual.

For

qualifications

example,

defined

non-majors

in

must

the

take

program's

undergraduate

statistics and Social Theory prior to full admittance to the program.
Termination procedures and policies are defined in the UCF Graduate
Catalog.
The graduate students select their own 3 person Graduate Committee.
Undergraduate courses do not count as part of the 36 semester hours
required

for

the

degree.

To

date,

there

have

been

no

graduate

assistants.
10.4

Instruction
Five core courses are required in addition to three electives.
are described in the graduate catalog.

These

Comprehensive Examinations must

be completed prior to 8 semester hours of Practicum and 4 semester hours
of

thesis

thesis.

preparation,

followed

by a thesis and an oral over the

The program is quite demanding.

The core courses prepare students to be effective employees (e.g., have
competance
human

in

problem

relations

analysis,

and

research

concepualization,
conflict

methods

and

problem solving

resolution,
data

group

analysis,

dynamics,
program

development, and community development and planned change.
specific objective in the Program Brochure.)

techniques,
systems

design

and

(See the
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The weaknesses of the program stem largely from a lack of knowledge by
employers of the functions that Applied Sociologists can use to improve
their

organizational

and

human

relations

problems.

Also,

another

faculty member is needed who has a high level of experience in Applied
Sociology, preferably in non-academic as well as academic situations.
10.5

Library
There is no library for Applied Sociology.

Books coming out in this new

area have not been purchased due to a serious lack of funds.

A new

video on what Applied Sociology is cannot be purchased because funds do
not exist within the department.
recruitment tool.
10.6

Yet this video would be a very useful

The impact of the lack of funds is already evident.

Financial Resources
As noted above,
efforts

are

the program literally runs on a shoestring.

being

made

this

spring

to

recruit

new

Special

students;

new

brochures (financed through a special $100 allocation by the College)
will

be

sent

to

targeted

organizations

along with a

cover

letter

designed to have perspective students call the Program Coordinator for
further information.
The number of students should double (from 6-12) by the end of 1984-85.
If this goal is not in sight by that time, serious consideration should
be given to major changes in the program or to abandoning the program.
10.7

Graduate Enrollment
TABLE 10.7:

Graduate Enrollment and Degrees Awarded for Masters
Program in Applied Sociology from 1978-79 to 1982-83

Year:
Enrollment
Degrees

78-79

79-80

80-81

81-82

82-83

0

5

8

6

6

0

0

0

0

0

11.
11.1

Research

Administration
Research is encouraged by the Chairperson since it is needed for faculty
to receive higher evaluations and, when appropriate, greater likelihood
of ·tenure and promotion.
interests.

However, some faculty do not have research

The rewards for promotion are indirect in that they are long
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range and cumulative.
Sponsored Research.

There is a "starter" program funded in-house by
Grants can pay faculty salaries and provide some

research assistance via secretarial staff and student assistants.

The

fact that the current administration has seriously cut funds for social
science research has had a definite effect on faculty morale and on
their motivation to compete for seriously limited funds.
11. 2

Funding
The research carried out recently has been via Star Grants or local
organizations.

There

is a

need for faculty to increase efforts to

obtain outside funding in order to give majors hands-on experience and
provide income for faculty during the summer months.
are fewer

dollars available for research now,

within a few years.

As noted, there

but this could change

Recruiting faculty who are particularly interested

in research and encouraging faculty to become more adept in research
(e.g.,

through the "Starter Research Project") are essential steps for

the long range vitality of DSA.
listed

in

the

The actual record of grants received is

College of Arts and Sciences Summary of Research and

Creative Activities.
11.3

Space
DSA space is not used for research except that the questionnaires used
in surveys are typed, copied, and collated in the DSA office.
are often involved as well as student assistants.
is used heavily by some DSA faculty.

Students

The Computer Center

The Department could use more

office space, especially for housing a computer terminal(s).
11.4

Future Development
Up to now research projects have been carried out by individuals or
teams of 2-3 faculty.

Students have often been involved in the data

collection, management, and analysis of the projects.

It is unlikely

that all faculty would become involved in a single project because of
varied interest or lack of research interest.
A more feasible and effective direction would be for qualified faculty
from different departments to form interdisciplnary teams to research
problems for Central Florida public and private organizations.

With

proper leadership, this approach could be profitable to UCF, its faculty
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and students, as well as for the Central Florida community.
12.
12.1

Summer Terms

Courses
Courses are selected according to an overall plan to offer courses at
regular intervals.

Since enrollment is less predictable in the summer,

most courses are offered that are most likely to attract more students.
12.2

Faculty
One course is taught by each faculty member; when funds are available
one

or

two

faculty

members

have

been given a second course.

An

improvement that has been discussed, but never acted upon, is to employ
regular faculty on a twelve month basis.

With careful planning, this

could largely reduce the need for adjuncts during the year and provide
faculty with needed and dependable income.

Students would benefit by a

larger selection of courses and the ability to graduate in fewer than
Additional publicity and incentives could at tract more

four years.

students and thereby make much better use of the tremendous investment
in the physical facilities at UCF.
12.3

Funding
The Department is given its proportional allocation of funds for summer
instruction.

There has always been enough money to give each faculty

member one course.

Usually one or two faculty members have received a

Their selection is based on a rotating basis so that
second course.
each person receives a fair share of this additional income.
Unfortunately DSA has not received any substantial amount of monies from
grants or other sources for the summers.
12.4

Summer Schedule
The details of the summer schedule are available in each regular Summer
Schedule booklets that are widely distributed.
workshops

during

the

summer

other

than

The DSA has offered no

faculty

participation

in

community workshops as volunteers.
12.5

The student mix is largely dependent upon students' financial ability to
at tend classes in the summer and also the availability of summer jobs·
Students who are more financially independent prefer to take the summer
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off as has been done traditionally.

SUS regulations stipulate that

students coming to UCF with fewer than 60 semester hours credit must
earn 9 hours of summer credit.

This policy could be changed to require

all students to take 9 hours of credit during the summer.

Further,

students who traditionally take the summer off could be encouraged to
take the fall or spring semester off instead.
the summer situation in the SUS.

Such steps could improve

The problem of crowded fall and spring

sections of required courses and the need for additional sections could
in part be reduced via a full schedule of summer courses.

13.
13.1

Computers

Impact and Needs
Computers are increasingly impacting the DSA.

Many students entering

the university have had basic computer work and are prepared for more
advanced

training.

The DSA needs

to encourage students to utilize

computers through additional assignments that require computer skills.
However, there has been a severe shortage of computer equipment over the
years,

especially during the peak times of the semester.

faculty members need to gain computer skills.

More DSA

As mentioned before,

there will be a need to expand the temporary computer lab facilities in
HFA almost before the temporary space is completely equipped.
14.
14. 1

The Brevard, Daytona, and South Orlando Centers

Courses
The DSA does not offer a full program at any of the area campuses.
Service courses are taught regularly at each center--usually one or two
each year.

Faculty who teach at these centers hold regular office hours

at the centers.

The courses offered are determined in consultation with

each Regional Director.

An attempt is made to plan two to three years

ahead but changes are often made due to unforeseen circumstances.
14.2

Faculty
Faculty members are asked to teach at the area campuses; some do not
wish to do so.

For the most part, faculty have not received dual

compensations for their area campus instruction but have done this as
part of their normal teaching load.

Faculty members are available for

conferences an hour prior to classes or after classes on request.
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14.3 Funding
It is hoped that the Brevard Center will be able to provide compensation
for additional courses taught there now that the funding structure has
changed. Faculty are given compensation for travel and the evening meal
according to SUS policy.

14.4 Facilities and Library
The new facilities at the Brevard Center are excellent.
for Daytona is needed and is under consideration.
respect

to DSA are adequate

A new center

The facilites with

in that only classroom lecture/seminar

courses that do not require elaborate equipment are taught.
Students

have

very

limited

access

through

the

centers'

libraries.

However, as was noted in Section 6.3, reasonable service is provided via
courier service from the main campus library.

Students would benefit

greatly if more holdings were available at the centers themselves.

The

problem of no new books is at least as severe for center students as it
is on the main campus.
15.

Media

DSA faculty make good use of the films available at UCF.
films are to a large extent outdated and worn.

However, the

Funds for new films and

video tapes are desparately needed, but have never been allocated.
The opportunity to video tape large classes is now available.
possibility is under consideration in the DSA.

This

However, students will

need individual small class meetings in addition to viewing the video
tapes.

If the logistics can be worked out, some faculty members may

attempt to use this resource.
DSA was involved experimentally in teaching a televised course the past
two fall semesters.

The first year only six students were enrolled;

last fall 28 students completed the course.
pretaped by professionals.
with the televised courses.
becoming outdated.

These are courses that are

The students have been very well satisfied
However, these taped courses are rapidly

Thus, televised courses have limited usage and is

expensive when the cost of re-taping the courses periodically is
considered. Nonetheless, the potential for more use of video tapes is
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considerable and may have a considerable impact on all departments.

No

doubt propriety rights will become an issue if the funding situation
forces education to move more heavily toward media instruction.

